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2024 is already shaping up to be a year of considerable 
uncertainty. The first quarter has given us a taste of that 
with a sharp reversal of expectations for the US economy 
and the monetary policy plan of the Federal Reserve. 
This matters for emerging market debt because the type 
of economic landing that unfolds in the US and the Fed 
rate action will heavily influence its fate this year. 

In hard currency sovereign debt, high yield stands to benefit the most if there are fewer-than-
expected US rate cuts and it is also set to be supported by positive idiosyncratic stories in the 
distressed space. In local currency debt, local rates have been driving performance over the 
past five quarters and are likely to be more sensitive to the broader macro backdrop and to be 
negatively impacted should the Fed adopt a shallower rate-cutting cycle. In addition to the impact 
of the Fed and the US economy, we also consider the likely effects of elections, heightened 
geopolitical risks, and China’s ongoing difficulties on the prospects for EM debt this year. 

Through much of 2023, there were two key macro themes that markets focused on but didn’t get 
right — the US economy proved more resilient than anticipated and subsequent Federal Reserve 
(Fed) monetary policy stayed hawkish for longer, while the expected tailwind of China’s reopening 
from its zero-covid policy was overestimated. These themes affected EM debt to varying 
degrees — Fed policy remained a key driver of EM returns whilst China’s woes had less of a direct 
impact on EM fixed income markets. There were EM-specific themes that were important for EM 
debt returns: EM disinflation was an important factor in local currency returns, while in the hard 
currency space, high yield spreads, and the distressed names in particular, outperformed.
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Key Themes for EM 
Debt in 2024 
The US Economy and 
the Fed: Could We See 
a Repeat of 2023?

In the first quarter of 2024, the US economy continued to surprise with its resilience, proving that 
US exceptionalism is still very much in place. This led to significant readjustment of expectations 
around Fed monetary policy. Having rallied strongly in the final quarter of 2023, US Treasuries 
have given up some of those gains as markets are now expecting only three cuts in 2024, 
compared to seven projected at the start of the year. 

Our base case economic scenario is one of “soft landing” where the Fed cuts rates for the first 
time in June and follows that with three or four more reductions before the end of 2024. This 
would present a so-called Goldilocks environment for EM debt where EM spreads and FX remain 
supported while lower Treasury yields and a weaker US dollar add further to EM debt returns. 

While the prospects of recession seem unlikely at this juncture, it is worth considering what a 
shallower Fed cutting cycle and a “no-landing” outcome could mean for EM returns. Stronger US 
growth should be positive for risk assets, but it could actually have a negative effect if it means 
that the Fed cuts rates by a lot less than anticipated — or perhaps doesn’t even cut at all this year.
The impact that resilient US growth coupled with “higher for longer” rhetoric from the Fed had on 
EMD and other risk assets in the third quarter of 2023 was negative — the S&P500 was down 
over 10% from end of July to end of October, while the EMBIG and GBI-EM indices were down 
over 5% and over 6%, respectively. It was only in November, when the Fed signaled a pause in rate 
hikes that EMD returns tipped into double-digit territory, largely due to the rally in US Treasuries 
and US dollar weakening. We could possibly see a similar pattern reemerge — only this year we 
have the additional complication of US elections in November, an event that could bring more 
uncertainty to the outlook for US rates and the dollar. 

2024 is an election “super year” but some elections matter more than others. Even though 
elections invariably bring uncertainty and volatility into markets, the impact from EM elections 
on broader index returns has generally been well contained and this seems likely to remain 
the case.

The election that is most likely to have a broad-based impact on EM is the US presidential 
election. A Trump win is clearly a risk to EM; after Trump’s 2016 victory, EM markets experienced 
a mini tantrum — rates sold off and the US dollar strengthened. However, the negative impact is 
unlikely to be as strong this time around. For one, the surprise element is significantly lower. Even 
so, a Trump win could have an inflationary effect through protectionist economic policies, higher 
tariffs, and looser fiscal policy — this would lead to higher US Treasury yields and a stronger 
US dollar, neither of which is good for EM debt. During Trump’s presidency, EM faced higher 
volatility due to the near-constant threat of sanctions and higher tariffs, and there is little reason 
to believe a second Trump term would be much different. 

The end of China’s covid restrictions at the start of 2023 was expected to deliver a reopening 
bounce as had been seen elsewhere. Instead, the reality was underwhelming and even if official 
growth figures for 2023 were within expectations, and stimulus announcements have been made, 
negative news flow from the country has continued. However, it is important to note that the 
impact from China’s woes has been felt primarily within EM equity markets, with fewer ripples 
being seen across EM fixed income markets. In local currency debt, where China represents 
10% of the flagship JPM GBI EM Global Diversified index, the impact of the country’s difficulties 
on overall index performance has been muted. This is because Chinese bonds are low yielding 
(approx. 2.3% vs. 6.5% for the index) and typically exhibit low volatility levels; the Chinese yuan is 
a managed currency, thus limiting the volatility of Chinese local currency bonds. In hard currency 
debt, China accounts for 4% of a well-diversified index of 70 countries and Chinese quasi-
sovereign bonds are investment grade rated; their impact on the overall index performance in 
the past year — when spread-tightening was driven by lower quality high yield credits — has 
also been minimal. 

Many EM Elections in 
2024 but US Election 
Key for EMD

China’s Difficulties — 
Less Material for  
EM Debt Investors 
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Hence, China’s impact on EM debt returns remains indirect in nature, through its influence on 
global growth and demand for commodities. Although China didn’t come back with roaring 
demand for commodities, this has actually been beneficial for EM debt during this cycle because 
it kept EM inflation in check. 

Geopolitical risk has been on the rise over the past three years, with the invasion of Ukraine 
by Russia and the Israel-Hamas conflict at the forefront of a changed landscape. Concerns 
regarding China-Taiwan tensions, which have been simmering for years, have also mounted 
in recent months. The perception of heightened geopolitical risk is further intensified by the 
prospect of a second Trump presidency, given his vocal lack of support for NATO.

However, when it comes to geopolitical risk and the outlook for EM debt, one should distinguish 
between the headlines and the implications for EM returns. There are some lessons we can draw 
from recent events — specifically, geopolitical risk has a broad-based impact on EM returns 
only when it leads to a extended risk-off period in the markets such as that witnessed in the 
case of Russia and Ukraine. When Russia invaded Ukraine, EM suffered not so much due to the 
direct impact on the countries involved, but more significantly due to the indirect result of higher 
commodity prices, the sharp spike in inflation, and the steep rate hiking cycles. By contrast, the 
Israel-Hamas conflict has had a more limited impact on EM returns as it has thus far remained 
regional and relatively contained.

Heightened Geopolitical 
Risk — Impact on  
EM Debt Returns

The main EM specific themes that drove performance in the past five quarters were EM 
disinflation, which supported local rates, and high yield (HY) spread tightening, which supported 
hard currency spreads. While they still have potential to add to EM returns, it is important to 
recognize that they have already played out to some extent. Moreover, EM rates are likely to be 
a lot more sensitive to the broader macro backdrop and the type of Fed rate-cutting cycle that 
develops, while the high yield restructuring stories are by their nature idiosyncratic and less 
dependent on the macro landscape.

Within the local currency space, the majority of EM central banks have started to cut rates, 
following the lead set since last summer by Latin America (LATAM). Even so, a large number  
of EM central banks haven’t cut rates and some have even tightened policy — these have been 
mostly Asian central banks, while Turkey stood out as it moved to reverse its unorthodox policies 
and has increased its base rate by 30%. EM real rates remain largely positive, giving EM central 
banks the space to start, or continue, to cut rates. However, the timing and size of the US Fed’s 
rate cuts will matter too — a deeper-than-anticipated Fed rate cut cycle starting in June would 
likely allow EM central banks to make additional reductions. A shallower Fed rate cut cycle, on the 
other hand, would act as a headwind to a more substantial rally in EM rates — EM central banks 
would be unlikely to cut aggressively in the face of a stronger dollar and weaker EM FX, given the 
potential to reignite inflation pressures. 

EMD Outlook: EM 
Specific Performance 
Drivers are Evolving

Local Currency Debt — 
EM Central Banks Can 
Cut Further, But The 
Fed Matters 
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, Bloomberg Finance L.P. as of 28 March 2024. Based on countries in the JPM GBI-EM GD index, excluding Turkey.

Figure 1 
Plotting the Rate Actions 
of EM Central Banks 
Since July 2023 
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, Bloomberg Finance L.P., as of 28 March 2024; real yields are calculated as nominal yields minus inflation.

Figure 2 
Positive Real Rates 
Give Scope for More  
EM Rate Cuts
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For the FX component of local currency EM returns, we expect that trading in the US dollar will be 
range-bound, and hence EM FX — which is typically priced against the greenback — is also likely 
to trade within a relatively narrow range. EM currencies remain significantly undervalued versus 
the US dollar (we estimate an undervaluation of over 10%, based on our purchasing power parity 
FX model), and this has the potential to benefit dollar-based local currency investors over the 
long term. 

In hard currency debt, spreads tightened substantially through 2023; investment grade (IG) 
spreads are now significantly tighter than the long-term average. The improved quality of the 
IG sub-index justifies this move to some extent, but nonetheless IG EM spreads are starting 
to look expensive. High yield (HY) spreads experienced even greater tightening from the very 
wide levels evident in early 2023, and have been driving EM spread returns over the past five 
quarters. High yield spreads are now close to long-term averages, but we believe spreads of the 
lower quality distressed credits can tighten further. Many of these countries are in the process 
of restructuring their debt and have requested support from the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF). With Managing Director Kristalina Georgieva’s first term at the institution coming to an end 
in November this year, we expect that she would want to see through negotiations for programs 
that have already started. Egypt, for example, secured an $8bn package earlier this year — 
significantly more than initial expectations and this contributed to the tightening spreads of the 
broader EM high yield sub-index.

Hard Currency Debt — 
HY Spreads to Continue 
to Outperform

Figure 3 
EM Spreads Have 
Tightened Significantly; 
High Yield Could 
Tighten More 

  Current Spread — Basis 
Points (28 March 2024)

  15-year Average Spread

Source: State Street Global Advisors, Bloomberg Finance L.P., JP Morgan as of 28 March 2024. Past performance is not a 
reliable indicator of future performance.
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EM HY spreads also stand to benefit the most from a ‘no landing’ scenario of the US economy. 
In the case of a soft landing — which remains our base case — EM HY spreads would likely still 
fare well given the idiosyncratic stories at play, while overall hard currency debt returns will also 
benefit from the rally in Treasuries once the Fed starts cutting rates.
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, Bloomberg Finance L.P., JP Morgan as of 28 March 2024. Past performance is not a 
reliable indicator of future performance. 

Figure 4 
EM Hard Currency 
Debt Attractive 
vs. US Dollar 
Spread Products 
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Finally, EM hard currency debt still screens attractive compared to other US dollar spread 
products with a yield oscillating around 8%.1 EM hard currency sovereign debt offers 
attractive income — similar to US and Global High Yield but for investment grade quality. 
The outperformance of EM HY spreads over the past five quarters have been driven by EM 
idiosyncratic factors, illustrates the diversification benefits of holding EM debt as part of 
broader portfolios.
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Endnote 1 Based on the JP Morgan EMBI Global Diversified index.
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Important Information 

The information provided does not constitute 
investment advice as such term is defined 
under the Markets in Financial Instruments 
Directive (2014/65/EU) and it should not be 
relied on as such. It should not be considered  
a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell any 
investment. It does not take into account any 
investor’s or potential investor’s particular 
investment objectives, strategies, tax status, 
risk appetite or investment horizon. If you 
require investment advice you should  
consult your tax and financial or other 
professional advisor.

The information contained in this 
communication is not a research 
recommendation or ‘investment research’ 
and is classified as a ‘Marketing 
Communication’ in accordance with the 
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 
(2014/65/EU) or applicable Swiss 
regulation. This means that this marketing 
communication (a) has not been prepared 
in accordance with legal requirements 
designed to promote the independence of 
investment research (b) is not subject to 
any prohibition on dealing ahead of the 
dissemination of investment research.

This communication is directed at professional 
clients (this includes eligible counterparties 
as defined by the Appropriate Regulator) who 
are deemed both knowledgeable and 
experienced in matters relating to investments. 
The products and services to which this 

communication relates are only available to 
such persons and persons of any other 
description (including retail clients) should not 
rely on this communication. 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of 
future performance. Investing involves risk 
including the risk of loss of principal. 

Investing involves risk including the risk of loss 
of principal. 

Index returns are unmanaged and do not reflect 
the deduction of any fees or expenses. Index 
returns reflect all items of income, gain and loss 
and the reinvestment of dividends and other 
income as applicable. 

Diversification does not ensure a profit or 
guarantee against loss. It is not possible to 
invest directly in an index. Index performance 
does not reflect charges and expenses 
associated with the fund or brokerage 
commissions associated with buying and 
selling a fund. Index performance is not meant 
to represent that of any particular fund.

Bonds generally present less short-term risk 
and volatility than stocks, but contain interest 
rate risk (as interest rates rise bond values and 
yields usually fall); issuer default risk; issuer 
credit risk; liquidity risk; and inflation risk. These 
effects are usually pronounced for longer-term 
securities. Any fixed income security sold or 
redeemed prior to maturity may be subject to a 
substantial gain or loss. International 
Government bonds and corporate bonds 
generally have more moderate short-term price 
fluctuations than stocks, but provide lower 
potential long-term returns. Investing in high 
yield fixed income securities, otherwise known 
as junk bonds, is considered speculative and 
involves greater risk of loss of principal and 
interest than investing in investment grade 
fixed income securities. These Lower-quality 
debt securities involve greater risk of default or 

price changes due to potential changes in the 
credit quality of the issuer. Increase in real 
interest rates can cause the price of inflation-
protected debt securities to decrease. Interest 
payments on inflation-protected debt securities 
can be unpredictable.

Investing in foreign domiciled securities may 
involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable 
fluctuation in currency values, withholding 
taxes, from differences in generally accepted 
accounting principles or from economic or 
political instability in other nations. 

Investments in emerging or developing markets 
may be more volatile and less liquid than 
investing in developed markets and may involve 
exposure to economic structures that are 
generally less diverse and mature and to 
political systems which have less stability than 
those of more developed countries.

Currency Risk is a form of risk that arises from 
the change in price of one currency against 
another. Whenever investors or companies have 
assets or business operations across national 
borders, they face currency risk if their positions 
are not hedged.

This document may contain certain statements 
deemed to be forward-looking statements. 
All statements, other than historical facts, 
contained within this document that address 
activities, events or developments that SSGA 
expects, believes or anticipates will or may 
occur in the future are forward-looking 
statements. These statements are based on 
certain assumptions and analyses made by 
SSGA in light of its experience and perception 
of historical trends, current conditions, 
expected future developments and other 
factors it believes are appropriate in the 
circumstances, many of which are detailed 
herein. Such statements are subject to a 
number of assumptions, risks, uncertainties, 
many of which are beyond SSGA’s control. 

Please note that any such statements are  
not guarantees of any future performance and 
that actual results or developments may differ 
materially from those projected in the forward-
looking statements.

All the index performance results referred to  
are provided exclusively for comparison 
purposes only. It should not be assumed that 
they represent the performance of any 
particular investment.

The trademarks and service marks referenced 
herein are the property of their respective 
owners. Third party data providers make no 
warranties or representations of any kind 
relating to the accuracy, completeness or 
timeliness of the data and have no liability  
for damages of any kind relating to the use of 
such data.

The whole or any part of this work may not be 
reproduced, copied or transmitted or any of its 
contents disclosed to third parties without 
SSGA’s express written consent.

All information is from SSGA unless otherwise 
noted and has been obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not 
guaranteed. There is no representation or 
warranty as to the current accuracy, reliability 
or completeness of, nor liability for, decisions 
based on such information and it should not be 
relied on as such.

The views expressed in this material are the 
views of the Lyubka Dushanova through the 
period ended 31 March, 2024 and are subject to 
change based on market and other conditions.
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Our clients are the world’s governments, institutions and financial advisors. To help them achieve 
their financial goals we live our guiding principles each and every day:

• Start with rigor
• Build from breadth 
• Invest as stewards 
• Invent the future 

For four decades, these principles have helped us be the quiet power in a tumultuous investing 
world. Helping millions of people secure their financial futures. This takes each of our employees 
in 29 offices around the world, and a firm-wide conviction that we can always do it better. As a 
result, we are the world’s fourth-largest asset manager* with US $4.13 trillion† under our care.

* Pensions & Investments Research Center, as of December 31, 2022. 
†   This figure is presented as of December 31, 2023 and includes approximately $64.44 billion USD of assets with respect 

to SPDR products for which State Street Global Advisors Funds Distributors, LLC (SSGA FD) acts solely as the marketing 
agent. SSGA FD and State Street Global Advisors are affiliated.
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